
Steve  Austin’s  Latest  Cool
Idea
He’s doing commentary for some of his classic matches on his
podcast.  The first one up is from Wrestlemania X7 with Austin
vs. Rock.  It’s basically him talking about the psychology
behind the match or what they were shooting for or little
things to look for that you wouldn’t see otherwise.  This kind
of stuff is fascinating and something that has a fortune to be
made from wrestling geeks.  Check this out if you’re a fan of
wrestling and want to get deeper into psychology.

 

http://www.podcastone.com/Steve-Austin-Show?showAllEpisodes=tr
ue

Austin Isn’t Coming Back
At  least not for now. The story going around is that Austin
said on his podcast that he was training for a comeback.  I
heard the episode he was talking about and it seemed like that
would be a bit bigger deal than a quick throwaway line.

 

Well I’m currently listening to the new one and Austin said he
was  training  for  a  comeback……to  go  to  Gold’s  Gym.   Yeah
amazingly  enough  Austin  didn’t  announce  his  return  to
wrestling  for  what  would  probably  be  the  main  event  of
Wrestlemania on a podcast with a retired wrestler that most
people have never heard of.  It’s almost like news outlets
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jump to conclusions about stories without knowing all the
details yet.

I Was On A Podcast
It was the debut episode of a show called the Green Room which
is all about the WrestleZone E-Fed WrestleZone Championship
Wrestling.  There’s some WWE talk in there but a lot of it is
stuff  about  characters  made  up  by  the  e-fed  writers  and
there’s a lot of lingo that won’t make sense if you’re not a
member over there.  It’s a lot of forum related stuff so you
won’t understand or recognize it so this isn’t for everyone. 
I do go on a nice rant about WWE booking though.

 

Watch  live streaming video from thegreenroomwzcw at livestream.com

 

Enjoy if you like.
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